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The other evening the Beat Museum in North Beach hosted an event celebrating the release on vinyl of 
a selection from freshly unearthed recordings of Gregory Corso. George Scrivani, who originally made 
the recordings, related tales from his years travelling and palling round with Corso while Tate Swindell, 
who released the record on his Unrequited Records label, played excerpts. Scrivani recalled one occasion 
in Italy when Corso was behaving at his worst, berating customers outside a café on a square in Venice, 
and just as Scrivani started to get nervous the café owner came striding out warmly beaming, “Corso the 
famous Beat poet!” Asking him to sign a menu welcoming him in to sit awhile and offering anything 
he’d like from off the menu on-the-house; Yet in San Francisco when behaving badly in public Corso 
was always seen as a mad man loose on the city streets, regularly 86’d from North Beach bars and 
restaurants. In this country there is no recognition for the poet as bona fide outsider intently 
challenging convention. Financial and social pressures abound as the cultural noose of conformity only 
tightens around the neck of any poet who dares deliberately cut against the grain of expectation held by 
the social milieu.  
 
That same night Swindell passed me copy of another of his recent projects, on poet and artist Jack 
Micheline (November 6, 1929 – February 27, 1998). Valencia Street: poems & ephemera is a handsome 
book full of handwritten poems and drawings, reproduced in color from the pages of Micheline’s many 
notebooks, along with other previously uncollected writings of his, as well as correspondence from 
others and flyers for several of his poetry readings. A San Francisco resident for the final prime period of 
his life dedicated to poetry and art, Micheline always retained the same ballsy New Yorker attitude from 
out the Bronx he no doubt had when at twenty-eight he won what has to be one of the earliest versions 
of a Poetry Slam judged in part by none other than jazz legend Charles Mingus. While his earliest of 
accolades came from Jack Kerouac on the back cover of his first book River of Red Wine which received 
a noted review of appreciation from Dorothy Parker. Few who come in contact with his work ever 
attempt deny his obvious natural talent. 
 
Micheline died as committed as ever to living his art day-by-day, hour-by-hour, no holds barred. As 
with his poems and visual art, little ever changed in his lifestyle. He lived in rented rooms, preferably 
small city hotels with weekly rates. In San Francisco this meant either the Tenderloin (& still does to 
this day, although at an ever decreasing rate) or the Mission (where gentrification has made the 
situation so horrendous that this is absolutely no longer the case.) Micheline’s Valencia street is no 
more. The neighborhood has fell victim to a looming destruction he saw coming, and which nearly 
aligns with his own passing. In his August 17, 1994 poem “Farewell to San Francisco” he declares “no 

http://www.unrequitedrecords.com/?p=291
https://www.spdbooks.org/Products/9781946583123/on-valencia-street.aspx


more Adobe Book Shop and the Abandoned Planet” two bookstores at the time central to his daily 
activities surrounding the intersection of Valencia and 16th street. The back room of the Abandoned 
Planet infamously hosted murals by Micheline providing opportunity for the viewer to be fully 
immersed in the art on all sides. The store and its murals are now long gone having been replaced by 
some restaurant or another. Adobe Books remains in the Mission but has moved to a smaller space up 
on 24th street after much revered owner Andrew McKinley handed off operations to a cooperative 
association. 
 

In the same “Farewell” poem Micheline continues his leave-taking: 

“Goodbye to the Uptown Bar 
Goodbye to the Streets of the City 
Goodbye to the hookers on Capp St.” 
 

He loved trains and horse races. He was friends with prostitutes, lawyers, artists, and musicians. The gay 

and the straight. Anybody who lived honestly and meant what they said had a chance at his friendship.  

“I study what is beautiful 
about the ways 
that humans make connections” 
    
(“Reply to a Personals Ad in the SF Bay Guardian” October 23, 1986)  

 

Much like Corso Micheline existed outside the parameters of society's conventional norms. On the 
fringes of society where poetry must fight tooth and nail for a place in conversation alongside other 
habits of survival. On the street and in the bars Micheline talked the talk of poetry, weaving his way 
seamlessly in and out of the flow of the everyday. It was not an act or stunt or adopting of a persona. It 
was his life. When a squarely middle-of-the-road academic poet like Bob Hicock laments, "I’m dying as 
a poet. My books don’t sell as well or get reviewed as much as they used to." The divisions are clear. 
Compare Micheline:   
 

“This world I live in kills poets 
this world I live in is insane 
this life that I live is real 
I am a poet 
I am a real poet 
I beg for money in the streets like a dog 
like the lowest animal” 



(“I am A Poet”) 
 
Book sales and subsequent reviews have absolutely nothing to do with the work of being a poet. That's 
"MFA industry business" and as always with such affairs Micheline resisted playing any role in the 
process. He understood what that meant for him and he paid the price. The straight world was on one 
side and Micheline found poetry on the other. The two were never to mix. 
 
This new collection contains some of Micheline’s most autobiographical purging of personal wounds 
suffered from his youthful vow to art. Beneath thinly veiled third person distancing it’s clear Micheline 
is the son in “Death of the Father”: 
 

“The son could not understand his father. Nor could his father understand his son. As far as his 
father was concerned he was a tramp and a bum, who had wandered across the face of the world 
in search of a dream. The other son had proven himself in the world. He had made money.”  

 
While “The Nature of Genius” is likewise quite clearly compelling attestation of his own Orphic 
calling: 
 

“It is the belief in his dreams—no matter what pain nor hunger he suffers. For the had brought 
something new to the world that was never there before—something in his blood that made 
him burn and go a fire. That made his eyes drunk on the city. Drunk on life. For the beauty he 
saw with his eyes was everywhere. 

 
He had learnt to open himself without fear. He had learnt to bare hard winters and loneliness. 
He had learnt to live in a desert. For the world was a desert where very few people 
communicated. Only a few friends who believed in their creations and were in the same boat. 
So he kept on writing and painting for that was his life, to create. 

 
To be one with himself and the world. Some day he would shatter the death and mediocrity 
around him. Maybe after he would die his work would inspire the young.” 

  
Swindell along with Lithic Press have produced a document of lasting historic value. Much of the 
ephemera is as striking as Micheline’s own work (there are few if any color reproductions of his art 
works readily available in his other books). One remarkable flyer reproduced here is for two nights of 
"jazz and poetry at the Village Gate" in New York City to be hosted by Ted Berrigan. It features an 
original drawing by Berrigan “TB” of a faux-Ginsbergian character rising up genie-like form out the 
horn of a jazz player wailing away.  
 
Micheline remains a key player in and around bi-coastal poetry scenes of the latter half of the last 
century presenting significant challenges to the ongoing status quo that thankfully have yet to be fully 



co-opted or silenced out. Just as his voice is one missing from present conversations in poetry world. 
One that it is not comfortable to pay too much attention to. Stock values in the MFA market might get 
unsettled. Bukowski's vitriolic stance, for instance, does not compare. His goal in writing was to make 
money. He did so by enlisting himself under a set of concessions Micheline refused ever adopt. At times 
when Micheline came close to courting such scenes he did so with such the decisive "fuck you" attitude 
that his refusal to comply with any and all expectations was made obviously adamant. There was no 
altering his work or his presentation of it in order to suit decorum of any sort.  

Micheline describes the gist of how poetry came to define his life in a May 15, 1961 letter to Lawrence 
Ferlinghetti: 

“Stumbling on to the village I discovered the ghost of Bodenheim, in Washington square park, 
with a bottle of wine and a twelve dollar apartment, I wrote poetry to escape a world I could 
never face, I found a reason for living, between getting layed and juiced I rediscovered myself 
and the force I could not define swallowed me, took me whole, like a true believer, I drove my 
spike in the darkness, to find more darkness, more death, under the mask of America.”1 

Corso strikes a similar stance but there will only ever be one Jack Micheline. The exuberance spilling 
out from his work is a remarkable testament to the ultimate resilient, unquenchable thirst of the human 
spirit for life to be lived with the utmost exuberance at whatever the cost. He is One of A Kind as editor 
Julien Poirier titled his own previous generous gathering of uncollected Micheline material. A cult 
figure without much of a cult following, Micheline carved out a path of his own with grit and grime 
scraped off city streets. Far more “beat” than any of the Beats, far less ever anywhere near an academic 
than many of them, utterly committed he sets an example few will ever prove capable of following. How 
remarkable. He sings: 

“Sometimes I talk to the birds 
sometimes I am ridiculous 
sometimes the world is scary 
I like to laugh sometimes”  
(“You Asked If I Like to Laugh”) 

In closing, here's an ode to Micheline I wrote last year after having Micheline's terrific North of 
Manhattan: Collected Poems, Ballads, and Songs (Man Root) laid on me by Matt Gonzalez the poet's 
friend and publisher of his Sixty-Seven Poems for Downtrodden Saints (fmsbw) which first brought 
Micheline into many of our reading lives here in San Francisco. Matt handed me my copy out of the 
trunk of his parked car on Valencia Street before or after this or that reading. 

1 Prosodia: a Journal of Poetics New College of California no.9 Spring 2000, 71-72 
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O N L Y          J A C K             M I C H E L I N E2 
 
Only Jack Micheline sings 
  
Only Jack Micheline blows dime-store novels up golden alleyways to penthouse sales 
  
Only Jack Micheline  
  
Only Jack Micheline braves the page as nobody else dares 
  
Only Jack Micheline morphs his way easy as any two-bit Avengers sidekick 
  
Only Jack Micheline hit the streets & never never never left them 
  
Only Jack Micheline  
  
Only Jack Micheline breaks your heart & yrs & yrs baby & goes on 
  
Breaking hearts 
  
Only Jack Micheline made "the poems" be real as any sunset sit down locomotive vision 
  
Only Jack Micheline sings pure songs for the pure-hearted 
  
Only Jack Micheline guns the engine with bird call & molasses antifreeze to unlock the spirit  
     within 
  
Only Jack Micheline brought poetry to such heights unlocking that air-tight vernacular lyre  
     soaring ‘bout the skies 
  
Only Jack Micheline overthrows capitalist consumer-driven ways 
  
Defying any and all isms 
  

                                                           
2 poem declined for inclusion in this year’s Overthrowing Capitalism Anthology by my brothers & sisters of the 
Revolutionary Poets Brigade. 



Only Jack Micheline   
 
  
 
 

  

 


